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ABSTRACT Tooth mode has been proven to be adaptable for the diagnosis of periodontal disease.
However, in previous studies of tooth mode computation, model settings, including boundary condition
and model structure integrity, were quite different. Whether these settings themselves would significantly
affect computation results were unknown, and consistent settings that provide support for the generalization
of results are desired. This paper aimed to study this by investigating the effect of three commonly used
boundary conditions and model structure integrity on tooth mode computation. Three finite-element models
of the mandibular tooth-periodontal ligament-bone complex (TPBC) with different levels of structure
integrity were constructed. For each model, tooth modes under three boundary conditions were computed,
respectively, using modal analysis. Six order modes of each tooth were extracted. The same order mode
shapes of different teeth were the same. Compared to the difference of natural frequency (NF) between
healthy and periodontal disease, the difference of computed NF of a tooth caused by different boundary
condition settings was slight, and the difference of computed NF of a tooth caused by model integrity was
slight. The results suggest that the effect of the three boundary conditions and structure integrity of the TPBC
model on mode computation of a given tooth is neglectable. Therefore, to compute the mode of a given
tooth, these settings can be selected regarding other issues instead of differences caused by these settings
themselves.

INDEX TERMS Finite element analysis, modal analysis, tooth mode, boundary condition, model structure
integrity.

I. INTRODUCTION
The vibration behavior of a tooth reflects the periodontal
status including conditions of periodontal damage, periodon-
tal attachment decay, and alveolar bone loss [1]. The nat-
ural frequency (NF) is one type of resonance frequency of
a vibrating object. Previous studies have shown evidence
that the NF of a tooth provides an important reference
for the evaluation of the periodontal health status [1]–[6].
Compared to the traditional radiographic evaluation for
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periodontal health status, the NF analysis does not involve
radiation and is more sensitive to periodontal status
changes [2]. Thus, it might be more suitable for early diagno-
sis and long-term observation of periodontal disease which
not only affects individual’s oral health but also has an
association with the development of various systemic dis-
eases including cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease,
diabetes, stroke, and so on [7]–[9].

There are two methods to estimate the NF of a
tooth: in vivo or in vitro experimental method and the
computational method. In vivo or in vitro experimental
method commonly applies an impulse force to tested tooth
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and receives and analyzes the impact signal to evaluate the NF
of the tooth [2], [6], [10], [11]. In this method, the estimated
NF is recorded as the frequency where peak amplitude of
the received signal occurs. It is approximate to the resonant
frequency which results from superimposing external forced
vibration on NF profile rather than a free vibration. Thus,
this kind of method may fail to obtain accurate vibratory
characteristics of tooth [5]. The frequency scanning interval
of in vivo or in vitro experiments may also be simply too large
to capture all NFs. Additionally, since the NF of a tooth can be
affected by several factors, this kind of method is infeasible to
analyze the effect of these individual factors on the estimated
NF [12]. Computational method normally uses finite element
method (FEM) [13]–[15] and has advantages to simulate free
vibration of structure, complex geometric shapes, material
properties, and different periodontal conditions, which are
difficult to replicate in in vivo or in vitro experiments. The
FEM has been extensively applied to analyze the NFs of
teeth [1], [2], [4], [5], different periodontal conditions’ effect
on NFs [1], [3], [16], and NF values of implants for stability
evaluation [12], [17]–[22].

In the computational method represented by FEM,
the vibration behavior of a given subject is characterized
by the subject’ modes which consist of NFs and mode
shapes. Boundary condition is an important aspect in the
mode computation. Based on different hypothesis, there were
mainly three kinds of boundary conditions used in pre-
vious studies: node fixation on mesial-distal side surface
of bone [8], [11], [16], [18]–[21], node fixation on base
surface of bone [5], [23], [24], and node fixation on lat-
eral and base surface of bone [7], [12], [17]. Since these
boundary conditions mainly change degrees of freedom of
bone and do not directly constrain the vibration of teeth,
whether these settings significantly affect the computation
results of tooth modes and how to choose a proper boundary
condition for the mode computation is unknown. In addi-
tion, most of these studies used the sectioned models which
only contained the target tooth and its surrounding tissue.
Although Liao et al.’s [5] work has indicated that the struc-
ture integrity of computational model would considerably
affect the vibratory behaviors of the whole system, how
the structure integrity of computational model would affect
the vibratory behaviors of target tooth is still unknown.
A common knowledge regarding this issue is needed as
consistent model settings are the foundation of result
generalization.

Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the effect
of different model settings, including boundary condition
and model structure integrity, on the computation of tooth
modes. Three anatomical accurate finite element models of
mandibular tooth-periodontal ligament (PDL)-bone complex
(TPBC) [25] with different levels of structure integrities were
generated from cone beam computer tomography (CBCT)
images. For eachmodel, three boundary conditions were used
as controls to analyze their effect on the computation of tooth
modes.

FIGURE 1. The three finite element models of TPBC system used in this
study. Model I: TPBC model with left central incisor, Model II: TPBC model
with left lateral incisor, left central incisor, and right central incisor, and
Model III: TPBC model with full teeth.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. TPBC MODELING
This study was reviewed and approved by Institutional
Review Board of Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technol-
ogy, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Written informed con-
sents of the subjects were obtained. Mandibular TPBCmodel
of one subject (male, 19 years old) with healthy periodontal
condition was generated from CBCT images with isotropic
spacial resolution of 0.25 mm. To generate the model, two-
dimensional (2D) contours of individual teeth and bone were
segmented from the CBCT images using threshold and hybrid
level set model segmentation method [24], [26] developed in
our previous work. The cortical bone and cancellous bone
were then separated from the bone region using a local
adaptive threshold segmentation method [27]. And the seg-
mentation procedure were implemented using our own code
under Matlab platform. Surface models of teeth and bone
(including cancellous bone and cortical bone) were recon-
structed from the segmented 2D contours using marching
cube algorithm [28]. The reconstructed surface models were
then imported into Geomagic (Raindrop Geomagic Inc., NC,
USA) to generate solid models. The PDLs were obtained
through Boolean operation between models of teeth and bone
with a uniform thickness of 0.25 mm [15], [29].

To investigate the effect of TPBC structure integrity on
tooth mode computation, three mandibular TPBC mod-
els with different levels of structure integrities were used.
They are: (I ) TPBC model with left central incisor, (II)
TPBC model with left lateral incisor, left central incisor,
and right central incisor, and (III) TPBC model with full
teeth, respectively. Model I and model II were both sec-
tioned from model III. The three models were meshed in
ANSYS V15.0 (ANSYS Inc., PA, USA) using 10-node tetra-
hedral element with the same meshing settings as tetrahe-
dral element has better capability to accommodate compli-
cated geometry than hexahedral element [30], [31]. A con-
vergence test [32] was conducted to validate the mesh den-
sity of the FE model for discretization approximation. After
meshing, there were 60,644 nodes and 36,847 elements for
model I , 99,938 nodes and 60,403 elements for model II,
and 812,215 nodes and 499,625 elements for model III,
respectively. Fig. 1 shows the three FE models used in this
study.
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TABLE 1. Material property settings of Tooth, Pdl, and Bone.

FIGURE 2. Boundary conditions used as controls of each TPBC model. C1:
node fixation on mesial-distal side surface of bone, C2: node fixation on
base surface of bone, and C3: node fixation on lateral and base surface
of bone. For model III, C1 was set to fix nodes on the top surfaces of
bone near the temporomandibular joints.

B. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
In this study, all material properties were assigned to be
homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly elastic to control the
computational complexity as widely used in previous stud-
ies [3], [4], [16], [23]. The values of material properties were
set based on previous studies [23], [25] (shown in Table 1).

C. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Tooth, PDL, cancellous bone, and cortical bone in each FE
model were set to be bonded with their neighbors. For each
model, three boundary conditions were used as controls to
explore their effect on tooth mode computation. The three
boundary conditions were: (C1) node fixation (in this study
the node fixation means that all the six degrees of freedom
of node are fixed) on mesial-distal side surface of bone, (C2)
node fixation on base surface of bone, and (C3) node fixation
on lateral and base surface of bone (shown in Fig. 2). For
model III, as there was no sectioned surface on the mesial-
distal sides of bone,C1was set to fix nodes on the top surfaces
near the temporomandibular joints [33].

D. TOOTH MODE COMPUTATION
The modal analysis in ANSYS was used to compute tooth
modes. After the computation of modal analysis converged,
the value of each order’s NF and the corresponding mode

FIGURE 3. The six mode shapes of a left central incisor. The vibrational
mode shapes are compared to their original shapes. In the vibrational
shapes, different colors from blue to red denote vibrational amplitudes
from small to large.

shapes in terms of vibrating pattern can be read directly from
the results. The directly obtained modes reflect the vibration
properties of the TPBC system, and not all modes are associ-
atedwith the vibrational behavior of teeth since lots of regions
in the system have the potential to vibrate. Additionally,
there are multiple order modes for each tooth [1], [4], [5].
To obtain all potential modes of each tooth, under any of the
three boundary conditions the first 20, 50, and 200 modes
of TPBC system were calculated for the model I , model II,
and model III, respectively. Tooth modes were then extracted
from associated modes of TPBC system. In a certain mode
of TPBC, if any tooth occurred as primary vibrating part and
vibration of the local region of bone surrounding the tooth
was negligible, this tooth was regarded as a primary vibrating
tooth and one mode of this tooth could be extracted. In the
nth mode of TPBC, if a tooth occurred as primary vibrating
tooth, one mode of the tooth was extracted from the nth mode
of TPBC system based on the following definition:

(1) The NF of the tooth was equivalent to that of the TPBC
system.

(2) The mode shape of the tooth was determined according
to the vibration pattern of the primary vibrating tooth.

(3) The order of this mode was defined to be m+1, where
m (m ≥ 0) denoted the number of modes of this tooth which
has been extracted from the first n−1 modes of TPBC.

III. RESULTS
A. TOOTH MODES OF MODEL I
Using each of the three boundary conditions, six order modes
of the left central incisor were extracted from model I .
The same order modes obtained using different bound-
ary conditions presented the same mode shapes (shown
in Fig. 3). The 1st and 2nd mode shapes corresponded to crown
swing in buccal-lingual direction and mesial-distal direction,
respectively. The 3rd mode shape corresponded to whole
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of tooth natural frequencies obtained from model
I using three different boundary conditions as controls. C1: node fixation
on mesial-distal side surface of bone. C2: node fixation on base surface
of bone. C3: node fixation on lateral and base surface of bone.

tooth vibration along its axis in extrusion-intrusion direction.
The 4th mode shape corresponded to whole tooth twist about
its axis. The 5th and 6th mode shapes corresponded to root
swing in buccal-lingual direction and mesial-distal direction,
respectively.

The corresponding NFs of the left central incisor were
presented in Fig. 4 (see Table 2 in Appendix for the value
of NFs). The maximum relative difference (i.e. the ratio
between the maximum absolute difference of the NFs and the
arithmetic mean of the NFs) of the same order NFs obtained
using different boundary conditions was 1.66%.

B. TOOTH MODES OF MODEL II
Using each of the three boundary conditions, six order modes
of each of the three teeth were extracted from model II.
For each tooth, the same order mode shapes obtained using
different boundary conditions were the same. Additionally,
the same order mode shapes of different teeth were the same
and in accordance with that extracted from model I . The
corresponding NFs of the three teeth were presented in Fig. 5
(see Table 3 in Appendix for the value of NFs). Among the
three teeth, themaximum relative difference of the same order
NFs obtained using different boundary conditionswas 2.00%.

C. TOOTH MODES OF MODEL III
In model III, there were sixteen teeth. This study focused on
the modes of the fourteen teeth from left second molar to
right second molar, as the two third molars are generally not
the concerns of clinical treatment or lab study. Using each
of the three boundary conditions, six order modes of each
tooth were extracted from model III. For each tooth, the same
order mode shapes obtained using different boundary con-
ditions were the same. Additionally, the same order mode
shapes of different teeth were the same and in accordance
with that extracted from model I . The corresponding NFs of
the fourteen teeth were presented in Fig. 6 (see Table 4 in
Appendix for the value of NFs). Among these teeth, the maxi-
mum relative difference of the same order NFs obtained using
different boundary conditions was 2.83%.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of tooth natural frequencies obtained from model
II using three different boundary conditions as controls. C1: node fixation
on mesial-distal side surface of bone. C2: node fixation on base surface
of bone. C3: node fixation on lateral and base surface of bone.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of tooth natural frequencies obtained from model
III using three different boundary conditions as controls. C1: node
fixation on top surfaces of bone near the temporomandibular joints. C2:
node fixation on base surface of bone. C3: node fixation on lateral and
base surface of bone.

IV. DISCUSSION
A. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON
TOOTH MODE COMPUTATION
The tooth mode computation results showed that the same
order mode shapes of a given tooth obtained using the three
different boundary conditions were the same, but the same
order NFs of a given tooth obtained using the three differ-
ent boundary conditions were different. In the evaluation of
periodontal health status using NFs of target tooth, the first
order NF was most widely used. For model I , model II,
and model III, the maximum absolute difference of a given
tooth’s first order NFs computed using the three different
boundary conditions were 23.1 Hz, 28.4 Hz, and 25.5 Hz,
respectively. And the corresponding maximum relative dif-
ference were 1.39%, 1.72%, and 1.31%, respectively. As
reported in Huang et al.’s [2] work, the difference of the first
order NFs of anterior teeth between healthy and periodontal
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of left central incisor natural frequencies
computed from model I, model II, and model III under a given boundary
condition. C1: node fixation on mesial-distal side surface of bone. C2:
node fixation on base surface of bone. C3: node fixation on lateral and
base surface of bone.

disease was about 80 Hz, and the corresponding relative
difference was about 6.15%. Compared to the difference of
NF between healthy and periodontal disease, the effect of the
three boundary conditions on NF computation of the tested
threemodels was neglectable. To estimate themode of a given
tooth, the researchers may select the boundary conditions
regarding other issues.

However, the three boundary conditions considerably
affected themode computation results of TPBC system. Since
nodes of bone were fixed, the primary vibration parts of
the same order modes computed using the three different
boundary conditions occurred at different position, especially
for model III. The differences of NFs of the same order modes
computed using the three different boundary conditions were
also distinct. Taking the first order as example, the maximum
relative difference of NFs computed using different boundary
conditions were 36.8%, 40.8%, and 67.9% formodel I , model
II, and model III, respectively. Therefore, to estimate the
modes of the whole TPBC system, the selection of boundary
conditions is an important consideration.

B. EFFECT OF MODEL STRUCTURE INTEGRITY ON TOOTH
MODE COMPUTATION
Liao et al.’s [5] study claimed that structure integrity of
computational model of a TPBC considerably affected the
characterization of vibratory behaviors. However, the con-
clusion was reached based on the mode results of the whole
TPBC system, and how structure integrity would affect the
vibratory behaviors of a given tooth was not investigated.
In this study, the modes of the left central incisor extracted
from the model I , model II, and model III under a given
boundary condition were compared. The results presented
in Section 3 have shown that, under any a given boundary
condition, the six order mode shapes of the left central incisor
extracted from the threemodels were the same. Fig. 7 presents
the NF comparison of the left central incisor extracted from
the three models under a given boundary condition.

FIGURE 8. Natural frequency comparison of this study to results reported
in previous studies.

For C1, C2, and C3, the maximum absolute differ-
ence of the left central incisor’s first order NFs computed
from the three different models were 5.7 Hz, 5.3 Hz, and
17.1 Hz, respectively. And the corresponding maximum rela-
tive difference were 0.34%, 0.32%, and 1.03%, respectively.
As reported in Huang et al.’s [2] work, the difference of the
first order NFs of incisor between healthy and periodontal
disease was about 100 Hz, and the corresponding relative
difference was about 7.75%. Compared to the difference of
NF between healthy and periodontal disease, the effect of the
model structure integrity on NF computation of the tested
incisor was neglectable. Therefore, to estimate the mode of
a given tooth, it is not necessary to concern the difference
caused by structure integrity of TPBC model.

C. RESULT COMPARISON OF TOOTH MODE
COMPUTATION WITH PREVIOUS STUDIES
The mode shapes of tooth obtained in this study were the
same with these results of previous studies [1], [3]–[5]. In the
aspect of NFs, previous studies mainly reported the quanti-
tative results of the incisor and canine. Fig. 8 presents the
NF comparison of this study (results from model III using
boundary condition C1) with the results reported in previous
studies. For the incisor, the first order NF (1678 Hz) obtained
in this study and Liao et al.’s results (1546 Hz) fell in the
range between Huang et al.’ in vivo experiment (1340 Hz)
and Wang et al.’s in vitro experiment (2194 Hz), while the
FEA results of other studies (Wang et al., Li et al., and
Xin et al.) seemed to be more biased to these clinical results.
For the canine, the first order NF (1899.6 Hz) obtained in
this study was more consistent with the result of Huang et al.’
in vivo experiment (1380 Hz) and Lee et al.’s in vitro exper-
iment (1704 Hz) than other’s FEA results (Lee et al. and
Shen et al.). The good agreement between this study and
previous clinical data validated the accuracy of the mode
computation of this study.
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TABLE 2. Tooth natural frequencies obtained from Model I using
different boundary conditions (C1: Node fixation on mesial-distal side
surface of bone. C2: Node fixation on base surface of bone. C3: Node
fixation on lateral and base surface of bone).

TABLE 3. Tooth natural frequencies obtained from Model II using
different boundary conditions (C1: Node fixation on mesial-distal side
surface of bone. C2: Node fixation on base surface of bone. C3: Node
fixation on lateral and base surface of bone).

D. CONTRIBUTION AND LIMITATION
Tooth modes are associated with periodontal damage, peri-
odontal attachment decay, and alveolar bone loss, and have
been widely adopted to evaluate the periodontal status. Com-
putational biomechanics is an important method to estimate
tooth modes. Boundary condition is a necessary setting in
mode computation using computational biomechanics. Three
kinds of boundary conditions have been used in previous
studies. But whether these settings affect tooth mode compu-
tation results significantly and how to choose a proper bound-
ary condition is unknown. This study investigated the effect of
the three commonly used boundary conditions on tooth mode
computation by applying three TPBC models with different
levels of model integrity. The effect of model integrity on
tooth mode computation was also analyzed. Different from
previous studies which directly used computed mode results
of TPBC system to investigate the tooth vibrational behavior,
the conclusion of this study was reached explicitly from tooth
modes extracted from that of TPBC system. These conclu-
sions would provide important guidance for future studies of
tooth mode computation.

TABLE 4. Tooth natural frequencies obtained from Model III using
different boundary conditions (C1: Node fixation on mesial-distal side
surface of bone. C2: Node fixation on base surface of bone. C3: Node
fixation on lateral and base surface of bone).
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TABLE 4. (Continued.) Tooth natural frequencies obtained from Model III
using different boundary conditions (C1: Node fixation on mesial-distal
side surface of bone. C2: Node fixation on base surface of bone. C3: Node
fixation on lateral and base surface of bone).

In this study, all material properties were assigned to be
homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly elastic for computa-
tional simplicity, and damping effects were not considered.
Our future work will try to introduce heterogeneous,
anisotropic, non-linearly elastic, and damping property of
materials for more accurate results.

V. CONCLUSION
The effect of the three boundary conditions and structure
integrity of TPBC model on the mode computation of a
given tooth is neglectable. Therefore, to compute the mode
of a given tooth, these settings can be selected regarding
other issues instead of differences caused by these settings
themselves.

APPENDIX
See Tables 2–4.
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